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t
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From the Editor:
One of the most admirable and refreshing qualities of the work
being produced by Kenyon writers and poets today is its honesty, its
lack of presumption. In the age of the blown and often cancerously
overdeveloped mind, writers often forget the true origins of the muse,
the eye and the heart. Far too much self-deception and charlatanry
have been practiced in the name of intellectual construct; categories
such as confessionalism, objectivism, and projectivism have too often
been used as commercial or academic selling points for literature,
rather than for assistance in its creation. Schools are to be learned
from. And that's all. Good verse and prose hits the page by way of
the heart and eye, not behind the dictates of a literary philosophy.
So much of the work in this issue demonstrates this, from Thomas
Coakley's original and intricate study of adolescent sensibility in
Just Speaking to Richard Krupp's quiet yet powerful Oh My Father.
I would like to draw special attention to Mr. Kosiakowski's pro
vocative article, Sound Of One Hand Clapping, which explores and
illuminates many of the difficulties of Projectivism, the most influ
ential of modern poetic theories.
We are indebted to Joseph Whitehill for his arresting story, The
Unadmitted Man, and to Denise Levertov for her Thinking of Gloria.
HIKA welcomes any letters or personal reactions to the contents
of any of its issues.
D.M.E.
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from A June Goodbye
v.
I hear in my mind now
echochambred tin songs
and all the words are
important.
I see the music tangle through
green vines and flowers
blood-red petals with blackest stalks
and pastel grooved flowers
and even glowing lotus-stems of smoothest blue,
my mind garden is new to me
and I feel I am a selection warp
selection warp seed
selected seed of warped colors
and eyes,
and eyes are the windows
looking back upon
the sea.
VI
Louis
is number one male ghost of the century
to me.
to me he was the thickest sideburns
and he was gaunt and sickly white,
his fingers were thin and his hands
were huge and they twitched,
he could have been God
but he blew it;
he played ragtime so loud
no one could hear it
and kept screaming for love
and he played loud and fast
and his hands shook
and he screamed
did he think someone would kiss him?
5

To the Blond Child
(and you ask me what 1 see . . .)
Soft light glimmers from eyes, round and blue —
your eyes so blue and clear. I wonder what they watch.
Mine I close too often
to let the color of sound cover my hair
like a song in the air of tightly woven flowers,
brocaded in silver thread,
the laugh of windchimes
brushed by the breeze that winds through the glass.
I want to write the words to the song of the wind.
Rub my eyes and talk to me
of crystal candy snowmen
(
and magic words we both know.
Lie with me a night and breath,
(I want to hold you in my hand
to let you know that I'm alive J.
Let your hair fall upon my face
be an orphan with me
and share.
— Paul Kahn
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The Unadmitted Man
The photographer corporal stood against the unpainted wooden
sidewall of the schoolroom, watching the colonel through his viewfinder. He was waiting for the colonel to reach the sentence of his
address at which he would crush his notes in his raised right fist, turn
slightly to his left, and pause imperceptibly for the third photograph
of the evening. Except for the top page, prepared and typed for him
by the major that morning, the colonel's notes were blank paper,
enough to make a good sound when crushed strongly, for the colonel
had memorized the speech months ago. This crushing was to suggest
power and finality and the waste of little things necessary to the ac
complishment of great ones; the peasants often blinked twice, first at
the crushing, and again at the blaze of the corporal's flashbulb. Before
this moment of the crushing arid the third photograph, the colonel had
always finished with the one page of notes prepared by the major; it
was a list of three dear local geographical references — rivers, marshes
or hills — and the names of the mayor, the secretary, and the school
master of the particular village of the evening, all to be inserted in
prepared blanks of the address.
The photographer corporal knew the speech well by now, and
pleased the colonel as much by his excellent timing — fitting the flash
smoothly into the small moment the colonel made for it — as by his
unvaryingly regular composition of the picture. Always, behind the
long table that faced the unmoving audience, there sat in order: the
town secretary, the captain with his hands folded on the table, the
mayor (often looking sideways up at the colonel), the colonel himself
with the fistful of paper, then the schoolmaster, and last the major,
who was really in charge of the detail but who contrived, in the pic
tures, to seem absorbed in what the colonel said. The photographer
corporal always chose his quartering angle and camera height so that
the lower portion of the finished picture, below the level of the for
ward edge of the table, was well filled with the shaven backs of the
children's heads in a close row. The pile of rolled paper prizes on the
table was never allowed to be so high as to conceal the glittering
double clamp that served the colonel for a left hand. There was thus
very little waste of area in the picture.
(The accident long ago that had resulted in the colonel's loss of
his left hand was in no way connected with military training or com
bat, but his audiences were allowed to infer that it had been, and did
so. The colonel was an orator only, with no executive functions at all.)
7

The photographer took the picture at the proper moment and
turned at once, while the bulb still crackled with its cooling, to work
himself toward the rear of the room through the crowd of adult peas
ants standing by the wall. He held his camera above his head in one
hand, twisting it in the air in short turns to attract the attention of
those who must move to let him through. His way was easier when he
passed the wide doorway that gave on the second-floor landing, be
cause the peasants avoided standing close to the two privates at port
arms beside the door. These privates, as well as the rest of the squad
and the drivers and the officers at the table, were in combined dress
uniform; that is, they wore parade tunics and trousers, with full rib
bons and cords, but their trousers were laced inside their roughhide
boots, and they wore bandoleers, heavy with cartridge clips, over their
tunics, and their semi-automatic weapons were on cock. The photo
grapher corporal noticed that both the privates were sweating a little
at the temples; the room was hot and their equipment was heavy and
their tunics were winter weight.
At the steel drum stove in the corner, the several short women
there seemed stupefied with the heat. They were faced toward the
speaking colonel but stood behind tallei men and so could not see.
They held their dresses lifted behind, exposing their ankle-length trou
sers to the heavy warmth of the murmurous stove. Each started as if
waked when the photographer corporal jostled past her.
While he changed flashbulbs by touch, from tunic pocket to re
flector, he bent to look down into the street through the lower open
half of the window. (The major, who had stern hygienic feelings about
the villagers customary overheating of their spaces, always arranged
the freest possible ventilation at these ceremonies.) Below, parked
slewed in the mud, were the jeep, the command car, and the troop car
rier of the detail. The ending of the thin cold rain had let the drivers
out of their vehicles; they stood together now leaning on the front
fender of the carrier, each leaning back on his elbows and squinting
straight ahead at the single light over the door. For a little joke, the
photographer corporal stepped away from the window and tossed the
spent flashbulb through it at the drivers. He saw it land on the wet
canvas top of the carrier, in the sag between bows, where it rolled half
a circle and stopped. The drivers did not look up. He tilted his head
aside in a small shrug of acceptance of the failure of his joke, and
turned into the room again.
The number window in the side of his camera read 9, indicating
8

that four pictures remained of this roll. He was professionally pleased
that, since just two more were required to complete the series of this
ceremony, he would not be obliged to change film while standing on a
sloping desk top. He went on quiet feet a third the way down the cen
ter aisle toward the front of the room, to the forwardmost row of
desks and benches occupied by adults; all the children of the village
had been fitted closely into the first eight rows. He showed his camera
in the faces of an old man and the woman who sat beside him, and
when they leaned back with their hands lifted in surprise he climbed
on their desk and stood up carefully. He set his feet wide apart on the
steep slope of the desk and leaned forward against the spring of his
ankles. The greater heat here close to the rough ceiling intensified the
lard and wet wood smells of the peasants.
Looking down into the ground glass to focus for the first lowangled picture, the photographer corporal used for reference the front
edge of the long table behind which sat the officials. Focusing was not
easy in this light because the unfrosted bulbs overhead threw multiple
shadows, and the brightness waned and jittered with the wandering
voltage of the local power plant. He rolled the knob several times
through sharp focus, then left it where it seemed best, and was swing
ing his body from the waist, studying the moving composition in the
ground glass, when he saw the bound man looking at him from the
shadows beneath a desk across the aisle in the third row from the
front.
The photographer corporal did not look up immediately; he bent
closer into his camera and turned it down slightly, to bring the image
of the man into the brighter center of the glass, for his first thought
was simply that the bound man was an eye-trick of the bad light,
which he could transform back into a bundle of coats by a better look.
He rocked the camera about its lens axis, then blinked hard twice to
clear his eyes. The image of the bound man neither vanished nor
changed form; it became plainer.
Naked to the waist, the man lay on his side in a back-bent posi
tion that indicated his hands were tied behind him directly to his feet.
He held his head lifted well off the plank floor, and his long-cut dark
hair hung free, swinging a little with the strain movements of his head.
Even in the dimness of the ground glass the photographer corporal
could see the wales of a beating on his shoulder and below his collar
bone. The man was not gagged; from time to time he licked his lips.
The photographer corporal raised his head from the camera now,
9

but did not look immediately at the man under the desk. He let the
camera hang from its wrist strap. Several minutes remained in which
to think before he must take this picture. He drew out his dark green
pocket handkerchief with his free hand and used it as a device to per
mit him to skim the crowded room with his eyes without attracting
attention to himself. He turned his head from side to side as he wiped
his neck and cheeks and forehead. Three places in the audience he sur
prised still eyes on him, eyes that dropped to the front at once on dis
covery. From them he learned nothing. He could be the only one in
the room who knew of the bound man under the desk, or, with equal
possibility, he could have been the very last left to learn.
He looked down very briefly at the man under the desk, met the
eyes there waiting for him, and looked away. His feeling was chiefly of
embarrassment, as if he had stumbled without warning and unpre
pared onto another's obscenity or vile and private immodesty; human
enough, he could watch only if he were sure he was not watched
himself.
The speaking colonel was approaching the phrase at which he
would reach for the near shoulders of the townsmen on each side of
him and pinch them, the one with his fingers and the other with his
clamp. The photographer corporal must catch their winces. He turned
a small way left and right, composing in the ground glass, and was
ready. At the instant of the wince and the firing of the flash, he real
ized that the man under the desk would be plainly visible in the fin
ished photograph. As he transported the film and replaced the hot
rough bulb with a new one, he chewed an inner corner of his lip, con
sidering this. Since the colonel still had the townsmen by their should
ers, he rapidly composed and took another picture with the center
lowered enough, he hoped, to mask out the bound man at the bottom;
he would not get the wince, but perhaps he would not get the man on
t e floor either. After the flash he saw that it was no use. The angle
was too low. The man was twice on film.
The photographer corporal then allowed himself another look at
t e man on the floor. He was moving now, neither trying to retreat
deeper into the shadows under the desk nor trying to emerge, but
moving in one place as if to ease a cramp in his shoulders. The expression m his eyes, which never left the photographer corporal's was
neit er imploring nor terrified. More than anything else, the man
seemed strained to the extreme limit of his patience. There was no
sense of exchange or communion in his look; it was a simple, private
10

stare sent up the aisle to the photographer corporal as if by accident.
Just as he decided to take the last needed photograph from an
overhead position, looking up into the ground glass, rather than from
eye level as he usually did, the bomb exploded outside the schoolhouse
at the back. A quick yellow flash lighted the windows behind the
officials, the building surged, and under the photographer corporal s
astonished eyes the cracks of the floorboards in the aisle spit up neat
rows of dirt. Instantly after the heave of the explosion, all three win
dows behind the officials dropped shut with crashes together, and
their prop sticks toppled into the room. The photographer corporal
teetered and went to his knees on the desk and held it with both
hands lest another following bomb throw him off to the floor. Once
steady there, he looked to his officers through the mist of dust. The
colonel had sat down immediately and folded his arms, and was now
looking around the gaping schoolmaster at the major. After a mo
ment's bright immobility, the major decided. He stood and unsnapped his pistol and drew it and spoke sharply over the rising sighs and
coughs and soft conversation of the peasants: "Detail out first. Now.
Then the children. Then the rest." He waved the privates out the
door.
Obediently, the photographer corporal climbed down from the
desk into the aisle. Safely on his feet once more, he recalled the bound
man and looked at him. The man was blinking rapidly and pushing
dirt from his mouth with his tongue. The blinking stopped for a forced
and teary moment when the man looked at the photographer corporal,
then resumed.
The colonel, in the file of men leaving the space behind the table,
raised his arm and called in a grand and fatherly manner, "Come,
Corporal!"
The corporal at once went down the aisle past the children and
across the front of the room; as he ran down the straight stairs after
the others of the detail, a clear picture hung briefly in his mind, a pic
ture not of the bound man left on the floor blinking and spitting dirt,
hut rather of his glimpse as he left the room of the rusted stovepipe
all awry. A smooth black stream of soot was flowing to the floor from
the lap-joint of a skewed elbow.
Fire was already well established at the rear of the schoolhouse
when the men reached the ground floor. The major darted aside into
a glowing doorway, then returned immediately saying, "Burst oil
drum. Leaking everywhere. All right, out now." He pushed the valu11

able colonel ahead of him through the door, out into the cold open
darkness.
The vehicle drivers and the rest of the squad were gone, shouting
and calling to each other from the other side of the building. As the
captain ran to join them, a double line of children began marching out
the door into the mud, clapping their hands in ragged time. The lead
ers (the smallest children of the school) were briefly confused by the
troop carrier that blocked their way; they consulted, marching muddily in place, then decided, and led the lines around the carrier into
the night. The schoolmaster's high voice sang down the stairs, sharp
and clear over all the noise.
The photographer corporal considered that only two unexposed
negatives remained in his camera, and that reloading was a clumsy and
slow business against his stomach, a business that should properly be
planned to fit into a quieter time of the action, but, watching the lines
of children, he considered also that pictures of orderly children were
always well received. Inspirited with the daring of independent deci
sion, he climbed to the hood of the command car and knelt there to
frame a picture of the children marching out the doorway past the
burst and white-splintered door, a picture that would also show the
g ass-emptied window beside the doorway, with the wreckage of its
muntins and stiles hanging over the sill. Just as he was about to re
lease the tshutter the command car rocked slightly. The colonel was
c 1m ing inside to get out of the way. The photographer corporal
waited for the car to steady, then took the picture.
From the flat field behind the schoolhouse came three distant
ursts of ARL fire, followed by a longer, more deliberate fourth one.
I he glow of the burning side of the building was beginning by now to
spread past the exercise yard into the stubble beyond.
After the children came the schoolmaster, urging with his arms,
and after him a double line of adults marching with the same orderly
s ep eir children had, but not clapping their rhythm. The mayor
c ose a ozen of the first men out to run for the fire wagon; their rapid
conversation and the squashing sound of their running were audible
for some time after they had disappeared in the darkness.
™a^or sa^ to the photographer corporal, "Don't take any of
the hre. The photographer corporal nodded, and the major left to in
spect the bomb damage before it was spoiled by the flames.
The photographer corporal sat cross-legged on the hood of the
command car watching the adults leave the building, looking for the
12

bound man among them. He did not appear. The last man out was the
village secretary, who waved his arms horizontally to indicate that no
one remained inside. The photographer corporal mused for a time on
the alternatives that might be put before a man to cause him to choose
being burned alive. Had there come a cry from the flames he could
have heard it plainly.
By the time the high-wheeled wooden wagon rocked up, pulled
by twelve men heaving in the straps, the fire was in all the windows of
the front of the schoolhouse. Pink smoke seeped up among the thick,
irregular shingles of the roof, and, here and there among them there
were bright cherry-red cracks. Three peasants with an iron bar for a
lever tried to break loose and turn the rusted stem of the valve in the
end of the wooden tank on the wagon, but managed only to wring it
off suddenly. They fell in a heap in the mud. Two others lifted the
manhole hatch off the top of the tank and began dipping buckets
passed up to them.
The major returned from the rear of the building and beckoned
the photographer corporal to follow him. When they were around in
the heat and light, the major said, "Here, get one of this. From over
here where the fire won't show." Cutting both hands down parallel,
he made a sighting line for the photographer corporal to obey. Two
men lay dead in the exercise yard, one face up and the other face
down across him. The photographer corporal went around the bodies
°nce, stooping to look closely, vainly; neither was the bound man. One
face, however, was familiar. The top man very much resembled one of
the privates of tonight's detail squad. The photographer corporal
squatted to take the picture as directed, but was interrupted by the
captain: "Wait. Isn't that top one one of ours?" Several of the loiter
ing squad men nodded, and the photographer corporal nodded with
them.
The major frowned, then said, "In all the mud, hard to tell. Turn
his head the other way, then. No, cancel that. Get him off there, out
°f the way. You drivers go and get your vehicles away from the
fire- ... All right, just take the picture of this one, then. Would have
been better with two."
The photographer corporal decided to use his overhead camera
technique for this last exposure, to reduce foreshortening.
Much later in the night, when the strip of negatives was dry, the
Photographer corporal ran it through the enlarger frame by frame, in
specting for contrast and shadow detail, until he reached the two he
13

had taken while he stood on the desk in the schoolroom. There, too
clearly to escape notice, was the bound man looking at him. He racked
the enlarger head higher and moved the easel mask until the bound
man was eliminated, spilled into unfocused blur on the bench. Later,
when he made the prints that way, he was satisfied with them.
When the prints were dry and he was admiring the technical ex
cellence of the photograph of the files of children leaving the bombed
building, a terrible thought thundered up in him. Suppose the colonel,
who had an artist's sensitivity about such things, noticed the excep
tional degree of enlargement of those two that showed him pinching
the townsmen's shoulders? Suppose the colonel asked why he had
taken two instead of the usual one? Suppose the colonel asked to see
the negatives?
The photographer corporal worked all the rest of the night with
dyes and glazes and tiny brushes, hunched over the illuminated glass,
steadying one hand with the other, expertly revising the negatives.
— Joseph Whitehill
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Sound of One Hand Clapping
(This year HIKA will publish three critical articles, all concerning
the subject of modern verse. I would like to comment briefly on the
general subject of "sound and silence," an important aspect of Mr.
Kosiakowski's examination, and then make a few brief comments
about the rest of the articles in the series.
In Hegelian terms, sound and silence have always been the thesis
and antithesis from which art, the synthesis, was formed. Tradition
ally , silence has been assumed, like an empty canvas, and sound was
arranged, filling the silence with certain densities and pauses produc
ing art. In poetry this has meant that once a poem begins, except for
the necessary evil of breath pauses, the sound does not stop until the
poem is completed. But it does not have to mean this. It is such a
conception of art as filling a void, instead of exploring it, which many
modern artists have questioned and, by so doing, have created an art
which probes the silence and man's relation to it.
There are many stances such a probe could take. The Theatre
of the Absurd explores the concept of a cosmic, atheistic silence which,
as in Waiting for Godot by Beckett will never break its silence; or, as
in The Chairs by Ionesco, can be seen to exist (The Orator) but when
the time to speak comes we find that he is deaf and dumb. Thus man
must fill the silence any way he can and becomes, as Gogo and Didi
do in Godot, like a two-bit, one-liner comic seeking endless variations
of the same basic formuli, the hackneyed tripe of existence, while at
the same time he must deliver them with ever renewing gusto.
Another type of silence is the personal: that silence which can
never be shared. which is at once a mirror of and devoid of individual
personality. Edward Albee has made dramatic the effort of one person
to insinuate his or her self upon the silence of another. Here words
have a purpose. They direct the silence, impinge on every waking
thought in the hope that they will dominate the entire consciousness.
Jerry, in the Zoo Story, succeeds probably as well as anyone could.
He provokes Peter (a man seeking solitude on his habitual park bench,
trying to escape his wife, his children and their two parakeets) to the
point that Peter, impotently irate, defends himself, thus being instru
mental in Jerry's suicide.
There is a third type of silence, which is not really a silence at all,
15

though it is silent. It is not like an empty canvas but rather like a
prepared canvas or a ground. What aspects, what textures we see in
the ground depend on the colors and shapes that we paint on the
surface. Likewise, those same colors and shapes would look different
on a different ground. Thus, though the ground is silent within the
context of the painting, it definitely effects the way the colors and
shapes are apprehended.
This is what is meant by the term "sensibility," which can be
loosely defined as the emotional and intellectual consciousness prev
alent in a community or people at a given time. It affects any writer.
Always there is something on the paper before he starts to type other
than "Corrasable Bond."
In the Winter and Spring issues there will be at least two essays:
one dealing with the principal .projective poets, the other with some
aspects of mednern verse translation. The former will look at projective
verse mainly from a technical standpoint, seeing this verse as a generic
outgrowth of American poetry as a whole. Secondly, the thesis will
be forwarded that this poetry, more than any other now being writ
ten, explores the American Language, its diction and its manner of
expression, in ways that put it at the forefront of our language's de
velopment.
Such work as that of Paul Roche in translating the Lyric Age
and Christopher Logue's book-by-book Iliad will be examined in the
second article. Though the emphasis will be mainly on technique, still
the old problem of whether a translator should attempt somehow to
imitiate the ancient sensibility, or take the somewhat easier route of
transmuting the poem so that what is unsaid in a poem, the engraved
silence behind the poem, is explicitly modern instead of implicitly so.
Engraved, atheistic and personal silence," now yet another,
Sound of One Hand Clapping, all of these adjectives lend character
to the essentially characterless. They denote a relation between the
artist and the silence, and connote, in the first three, a lot of messy
subjectivism. But how is the sound of one hand clapping appre
hended? Is it not an ideal of clear perception unhindered by mental
garbage? This is the silence which Mr. Kosiakowski explores, his feet
being two inches off the ground.
— Robert Zeek)
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This is a composition which will deal with poetry that is more or
less contemporary. I will try here to discuss some of the implications
of projective verse which is the name some people have given to much
of what has been written lately. I remember that when I first heard
the name about 6 years ago I was delighted because it needed no clari
fication and demanded no explanations. I still believe that. It is a
beautiful name and, like all names, a useful metaphor. It does its job
nicely of qualifying the vasty noun, "verse," by narrowing the field of
vision to enclose a smaller set of objects.
When an eye sees a smaller set of objects, i.e. when it focuses,
the confused blur of the many dissolves into the familiar material
(from the Sanskrit root "matr-," to measure) of everyday. A set of
objects, then, becomes familiar when it is seen as already "sized-up.
When an eye sees an already "sized-up" object and focuses on it long
enough, the object ceases being familiar and begins to participate in
its own lifeway. This lifeway of objects is beyond the eye's ability to
measure. This lifeway contains no beginning, no end, and no bounda
ries. Or as John Cage tells us: "In zen they say: If somthing is bor
ing after two minutes, try it for four. If still boring, try it for eight,
sixteen, thirty-two, and so on. Eventually one discovers that it's not
boring at all but very interesting." What all this means is that objects
are always busy doing their thing which isn't such a dull event to be
watching. Certain objects and events, however, imply an unfocusing
of the eye simply because they are what they are. Quick surprise, for
instance, a light suddenly flashed in the dark, shatters boredom, con
tracts the pupil, and releases the eye for an instant from its habit of
measuring. A skull outlined by candlelight, likewise, clears the mind
of its dialogues and the eye of its desire to measure. This is not as
good an example as quick surprise, but it illustrates, I think, how
totally we might be taken by an object. The monk places his fingers
°n the skull; the fact of mortality projects itself, transmitter to the
receiver, waff. Only one message is projected from the object but as in
sistently as from a Van de Graaf generator.
This is a composition which will deal with poetry that is more or
less contemporary; with the sort of poetry known as projective verse.
I have just been pointing out certain objects and events which seem
to have an energy potential able to burst through our defenses. That
which is projected is not projected discoursively. In that sense, it is
wordless. Words used discoursively measure objects and reinforce the
notion that objects are familiar material. Objects, meanwhile, (while
17

one is talking about them) are busy doing their thing which cannot
be familiar, dull, or "talked about". To talk about an object is to talk
around an object. Such a discourse aims and misses. To break the
silence with even one word, however, is to bring an object into being,
the word. That object is seldom seen and scarcely heard. The word is
simply there and then gone. And as Eric Dolphy says: "You can
never catch it again." While it was there, though, it might have been
apprehended as an object, but that eventuality is far from likely. Ob
jects project themselves onto my consciousness only when my defenses
are °wn and when the dialogues enveloping my consciousness are
caught in quick surprise or are starved by delicate effort. While the
word was there an hour or two ago for you and for me, it might have
projected itself or some thing other than itself; it might have been appre en e as an object. That is far from likely. We were very busy.
To break the silence with even one word, however, is to bring an
o jec into eing, the word. To break the silence a short time after
ward with the same word is also to bring an object into being, but a
ifferent object. This is one reason why so much of Ferlinghetti's
work consists of what he calls "oral messages" . . . each recitation of
he same poem being a different object or space-time event. This is
why every reading by Ginsberg of the same poem is a different object.
ore significantly, this is why anyone else's reading of a Ginsberg
poem produces an even more vastly different object.
^^Jeren* objects project themselves onto the consciousness in
different ways and with different intensities. This is what I tried to
the two samples (quick surprise and a candlelit skull),
ny tho^nds of people have belted Howl out. Each time it was
ltself in a different rhythmic mode, at a different
tom™ ,pr°^ted
rent overtone structure. The poet, of course,
fKf
u
vrnhes that the object he has broken the silence with projects itself
with some of the same intensity that it projected when he first uttered

loirtW ?r7'nyrd(S,
u?'5 iS Why
each llne
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Of
is a single breath unit." HeHowl
is
P
the ™
event
evTfnH
recreate
°f those words springing upon his
eyes and ears, catching him as by surprise.
This is a composition which will deal with poetry that is
more or
ess contemporary; with the sort of poetry called "projective verse." I
annParT S"ggest,ng at the beginning of the composition how objects
G m°fe
our dpfo
mselves and less extensions of ourselves when
defenses are down, as in the case of quick surprise; or when our de18

fenses, inner monologues, and thought processes are weakened or dis
tracted, as in the case of the candlelit skull. For many of us, such an
eventuality is a rare occurence. When it does happen, however, it is
neither mysterious nor mystical. Mystery and preoccupation with
mysticism, interior monologue and interior dialogue, all distract atten
tion. When the consciousness is clouded, objects rarely make it
through the cloud. When the consciousness ceases to lie as passive as
a mirror, the objects all around it are either missed or seen very
dimly as being familiar. It is a simple case of the mind transmitting
thought about mysticism, thoughts about tradition, ego games of eval
uation, inner monologues, and inner dialogues at a time when it should
be the receiver or mirror. Snould? Did I say should? How presumptu
ous, not to say ineffectual, would it be for a poet before reciting his
poem to say: "Attention, clear your mind of its dialogues, put a stop
per on your spring of thoughts, let your consciousness lie passive as a
mirror. I have an object. Attention." Commands, phrased as that one
was, can do nothing except intimidate the audience and cause them
to strengthen their defenses. The poet would simply not be obeyed.
The projective object, however, when it is apprehended as an object,
strikes a consciousness laying passive as a mirror. A projective poem,
when it is occurring, differs from pther objects and other poems only
insofar as it renders consciousness to be passive, only insofar as it
silences springs of thought, thoughts of tradition, ego games of evalua
tion and interior monologues. And as Eric Dolphy says: "You can
never catch it again."
In the Vigyan Bhairaua, written about 4000 years ago (trans
lated in part by Lakshmanjoo and Paul Reps) we find Shiva replying
to Devi's questions concerning the ways of opening the consciousness.
Shiva gives 112 ways for opening the door. The first is: "Radiant one,
this experience may dawn between two breaths. After breath comes
in and just before turning up — the beneficence." #112 is: "Beloved,
at this moment let mind, knowing, breath, form, be included." This,
the second large part in the composition, will deal with breathing, its
relevance to "being" and to projective verse. In his essay on projective
verse, Charles Olson makes a point concerning word roots before he
begins to talk about breathing and its relation to the line. Here's his
point: " 'Is' comes from the Aryan root, as, to breathe ... 'Be' is from
bhu, to grow." He is trying to dispell delusion here of the self (ego or
"I") existing as a separate entity apart from nature's rhythms and
modalities. By seeing through the fiction of the static "I," in other
words, one can identify (as archaic man did) with something more
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rhythmic, more modal and more like the appearance of nature. A com
position on projective verse, then, must direct itself not only to
POEM AS OBJECT but to POET AS OBJECT w/o mantle.
This is somewhat near the beginning of the second large part of
the composition which is dealing with projective verse. Of the million
places where attention may fall in the act of poetry writing, I would
like to focus on just one. I would like to focus on what is commonly
referred to as breathing. Certain objects and events imply an unfocusing of the eye and a release from familiar, "measured" experience
simply because they are what they are. Objects and events become
boring only when the eye focuses on them in its accustomed way.
Quick surprise, however, jars that faculty which orders experience and
makes it familiar and/or boring. Certain objects and events, then,
seem to have an energy potential able to burst through our defenses.
The rhythmic mode of one's breathing is considered to be just such an
object by people who practice the Eastern ways of liberation.
For archaic peoples, as Olson pointed out, breathing must have
been valued as an object of metaphysical wonder since our word for
"being" traces itself back to their word for "breathing." Mircea
Eliade s C osmos and History affirms what Olson suggested; that the
lives of archaic men did not move through a set of experiences which
were apprehended linearly, as history. For them, experience of the
world (which included themselves) came in repeating rhythmic cycles.
n order that the cycles might continue to unfold, rituals were held at
e
crucial
times. The strong teleological coloring of experience
present in the West today had not evolved yet; nor any notion of
Judpnent Day. The sensitivity which archaic and traditional peoples
cultivated to repeating rhythmic cycles can still be felt in the comp ex rhythms of classical Indian music, in Indo-Aryan speculative
p^ 1 osop y , and in their universal acceptance of the circle as a reli
gious symbol.
Breathing may be apprehended as repeating the rhythmic cycles
or uni just as another natural cycle, the year, always returns us to
the season from which we started. The unit of inbreath plus outbreath
corresponds in recited or oral poetry to the unit of the line. In Howl,
or ms oe, silence is broken as air (on its way out of the poet's
lungs) finds itself in the poet's Adam's apple. There it must force
PP 113 116 C & H for a glimpse of Indo-Aryan conception of periodicity
of creation.
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itself past the vocal chords (which resemble the labia majora of the
vagina), vibrating them, which in turn set up the sound waves spilling
out onto the silence. Since the line is very long, it takes quite an outbreath to get to the last few syllables with enough wind to make them
heard. The next rhythmic cycle begins as air speeds back into the
poet's lungs via the windpipe.
The metaphor of "solid" objects energizing the void or the silence
was handy in describing what appeared to happen. I borrowed it from
an article I read on Japanese brush painting. In art which has dura
tion in time it becomes very cumbersome when I try to push it. It s a
very nice metaphor, however.
I had been suggesting at the beginning of this composition how
objects appear to be more themselves and less extensions of ourselves
when our defenses are down, as in the case of a quick surprise; or
when our defenses, inner monologues, and thought processes are
weakened or distracted as in the case of the candlelit skull. If it
weren't for the twenty four syllable first line of Howl, we might never
have known how delicious the silence of the long inbreath could be.
If it weren't framed in the rhythmic unit of the breath, if the sound
strokes weren't struck, it might not have been so palpable & mute.
It would have been no different from any of the other silences in the
Great American Night.
This is a composition which deals with projective verse. Howl is
a good example of a projective poem. As I said before, it is composed
in rhythmic breath units. The breath unit in Howl consists of an
extremely long inbreath and a long outbreath. During the outbreath
of the rhythmic unit, the sounds of the poem are heard. During the
inbreath of the rhythmic unit, the silences of the poem are felt. Howl
was composed of sounds and silences which occured during a certain
time period. Sounds and silences were not delineated from one
another in the time period by anything like a clock or metronome.
Silence occured where the poet had to take a deep breath. Sound
occured where the poet had to break the silence with an object.
John Cage says that the reason people break the silence with
sound-objects (or the blank rice paper with paint strokes) is that they
want to hear the silence more clearly. Silence will be heard more
clearly, it seems to me, only when objects silence springs of thought,
thoughts of tradition, ego games of evaluation, and interior mono
logues. This is what projective objects do to you. You, in turn,
(sweetheart) are able to apprehend the blanks and/or the silence as
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though something were added to them; as though they were energized.
That is what seems to happen, what some people call an apparency
. . . the easy metaphor creeping in. Nothing is added to the silence
of the inbreath to make it any different from the silence which surrounds you now. When you listen to Howl, all that is being silenced
(and which makes the outside seem so energized) IS the noise that
is going on within you (your games of evaluation, your interior monologues & all your mental garbage are dispersed, ideally). When you
listen to a projective poem such as Howl, your everyday consciousness
goes through a fine tuning process. Clouds, static, & distortion vanish
leaving you a passive reciever.
Although this is somewhat near the end of the second large part
of the composition, I find that there is still so much that has been
left unsaid about the identity of breathing and being, and the way
that this identity discovers itself as a poem. Because I find something
lacking in this part of the composition, I will include a section from
Ferlinghetti's poem, The Situation in the West followed by a Holy
Proposal. It should complete the second large part of this composi
tion, and if it doesn't, I might try discussing why it doesn't Here's
the excerpt: "nothing happening anyplace anymore maybe/especially
in San Francisco baby/stranded whales all over the place/elder statesmen poets high and dry/flopping about out of breath/and a labyrinth
the worst place of all ... . why is everything holding its breath/why
am I here typing/turned-on in my attic; holding my breath Om Om/
tick tick/"
There is something nice about these lines, because they are so
short-winded, maybe. I like the part about EVERYTHING having
a breath to hold. It triggers the speculation that objects participate
in rhythmic cycles or units while we breath. It would be a wonderful
dp, in expressing the notions of "poem as object" and "poet as obPhysical world could be shown to participate in something
i e t e rhymthic breath cycles which we have personalized and now
1967) forgotten about. From such a view, objects could no longer be
seamless unmoving "material"; but rather, waves or patterns of vibra
tion going through their up/down, on/off cycles just as the breath
goes through its up/down cycle and the poem, governed by the breath,
goes through its sound/silence cycles.
I think that this quote of Olson's suggests a reverent stance to
this whole idea: "But if he (the poet) stays inside himself, if he is con
tained within his nature as he is participant in the larger force, he wiU
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be able to listen, and his hearing through himself will give him secrets
objects share. And by an inverse law his shapes will make their own
way . . . For a man's problem, the moment he takes speech up in all
its fullness, is to give his work his seriousness, a seriousness sufficient
to cause the thing he makes to try to take its place alongside the
things of nature. This is not easy."
What I was suggesting was a return to archaic man's apprehen
sion of the cosmos. The cosmic rhythms were for him much like his
breath cycles; repeated in the largest and smallest spheres ... in the
vibration of an insect's wings and in the 4,320,000 years which com
prised a complete cosmic cycle for the Indo-Aryan. This apprehension,
paradoxically, cannot be cultivated outside of oneself by digging in
sect's wings, trees, astrology, et al. It can come as Olson points out
"if he stays inside himself." It may dawn, as Shiva told, between two
breaths. "It never leaves this place, and is always perfect. When you
look for it you find you can't see it. You can't get at it, you can't
be rid of it. When you do neither, There it is! When you are silent,
it speaks; when you speak, it is silent." (closing lines of the Chengtaoke)
I would like to move here towards a hasty conclusion, but I have
no conclusions. Projective verse, what it is, and what it may be have
only been suggested and speculated about in this composition. When
Olson wrote his essay on projective verse, he concluded the second
part by calling, Emerson-style, for The Projective Poet to rise up onto
the scene. I won't do anything like that. They are with us already.
Their apprehension of the Now is testified by their breath cycles which
are mapped out in their poetry. Many of them are looking towards
the East to gain or deepen this apprehension, through the ancient
ways of liberation. Many are living in the American Southwest among
mountains and Navahos (both have absolutely no sense of time.)
Many are living in the ancient American cities: Portland, San Fran
cisco, New York, Denver. What they are doing is turning people on
to the rhythms and modalities of consciousness as it occurs in the
species. When I said that many were looking towards the East, I
meant the "East" to be seen as a sign pointing in still another direc
tion . . . within, to the dimensions of things. When I said that they
were looking towards archaic peoples and their ways of liberation, I
meant those peoples and things to be pointing, just as quartz-veined
rocks and sappy trees do, to one message, which diffuses itself into a
million metaphors. The old Indo-Aryan metaphor for the message is,
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"Tat Tvam Asi." Translated into English it means, "That thou art;"
or, it can also mean, "Thou art That." Projective poets today are
finding new metaphors for the original message. Some people say that
the origin 1 lies in perfect silence; others say that it occurs in nothing
ness, in the Void. Wherever the original message lies, the metaphors
and signs pointing to it exist in the world of objects.
— Artur Kosiakowski
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It Has Been Understood
It has been understood
no more in the frozen earth
a confused peasant
crackling a fast motion fire
that we saw in World War II
(we saw specks in the film) —
her fizzured face
calling for the calvary
to take her back to Kiev.
The lone drone of an arctic morning,
in accordance with the foolish mother,
chills many in the taiga.
Strike swiftly my mother —
did Emerson ever see your
checkerboard valleys
flowing in wild grasses;
your warm mole holes
slanting to the vectoral sun?
It can't be helped.
Here,
come, we shall build a house,
together,
with a few sticks,
and pretend, now, that we once again found
the Russian summer.
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In Practice, I Would Say
In practice, I would say to
the young child,
whisper, with your head cocked
run like the chicken
come to your grandfather
do not turn
for my answer lies
somewhere over
the hill of Eden,
between the swaying banks
of Yore and the
Scottish promontory.

After Passing Another Town
After passing another town,
I marched on table-topped country,
somewhere toward the West.
Slashing through the leaves, hovering close
to the ground, crawling over hills,
I was uninjured by the nominal earth,'
yet pricked by my own imagery.
Raised on the highest peak,
I looked back over the territory
where my visionary female had once been.
My skin, wrinkled at points of joy,
never experienced such pain.
Shirking, I found myself old again.
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Tell Us What You Have Seen
Tell us what you have seen,
not what you have felt.
The winters have passed
far between you and that memory.
You rest, and perceive
her hair, and the rain
but what of that?
— Kurt Muir

No Don't Wake the Sleeping Student
In the Third Row
That is me and I am tired
And I can only stay awake to hear
The prelude toning of a droning voice that seeps
And floats into nowhere as my head falls, nodding, nodding,
(A continuance of last night's dreaming
and I am in heaven as my mind flows nowhere,
feels nothing but warmth,
sees nothing but the sight of some good memory
and hears nothing at all)
No don't wake the sleeping student;
Oh I'll come back to the wide awake world
For you, and study and learn for you
(But I get so tired)
And sleep from you.
— Andy Moffitt
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Oh My Father
Oh my father, born
the same year as Auden,
living small in the time of giants,
sleeping soundly through rebellion,
why do I not dream you as a poet?
Why as a father and not a hero?
Is this not also your age,
as it is his and must be mine,
of anxiety?
What have you created
except a savage son, un tender
and unloving, one who asks
his impious questions and knows
there are no answers?
Forgive me, father,
all my dreams
as I forgive you me.
— Richard Krupp
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Thinking of Gloria
Ah, poor Gloria —
you who loved women
yet decided to bear a son,
he who was Jamie,
whose cries rose up our airshaft, mornings,
while you were sleeping, night-person,
'Gwowia, Gwowia,
Gwowia' — and used to rouse you, in time,
to change diapers,
to give Wheaties —
Gloria —
you who at last
on Ferry Street which has been demolished
flew out a window
the way Fred Herko did whose naked feet
I saw sticking out from under the sheet they
covered him with on the sidewalk —
what 'festive goodness' was it
you saw
through haze of drugs,
heard through Frank Sinatra and loud,
louder, loudest Charlie Parker?
What hell or heaven are you arrived at,
Jamie with step-parents in Minnesota,
no more high heels for him to dress up in,
Judith in (or out) of the madhouse,
your paintings unpainted,
hers warehoused,
the phonograph silent?
You had
joy and fanatic love in your eyes
last time I saw you.
— Denise Levertov
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Eve of St. Marks
I stopped
girl sheltering
blue
candle with
palm of
her
hand
I asked
what end burned
she
the fierce one

A Message from the Flower People
To the Residents and Transients
Of St. Marks
Here it is
your street closed
a mall
and
free
for you to spread out
to dance to
use
as it should be
used for the people
you
free
free as it should be.
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A Fourward
Street, Closed
Play
Area.

april
ruth,
i feel so much better
from the time i was at nyu.
there is not
i know now a connection,
i think i eld be happy there
were you with me ruth.

Artur Kosiakowski is
Artur Kosiakowski is
Living Negation of
cultural memory.
This morning he came
to me to tell how
he felt. Sandy,
he said, and then
Salty.
Later when he heard
"I was feeling kind of seasick,"
he said:
That was what I was
trying to tell you about
how I felt this morning.
I got to the sand and to the salt
but not to the sea.
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Miniature Prayer Object
Filling the miniature
a monstrous head.
Its eyes radiate gold
and are
lidded with red.
The monster
Hell. Within
the mouth of hell
a long bare
table, at which
three naked souls
kneel, their hands
folded in prayer.
One angel with
gold wings and
a red surplice
flies down
to the table
(it is covered by a white
cloth). The
angel holds
napkin containing gold
objects
appear to be
loaves of bread.
Terrible white
pointed teeth threaten
the souls
with sudden a/nihilation
while
red flames lick
them round.
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A Framed TaleThese black window panes
are the last things
I will see in
frames this year.
Even as I watch,
lilac branches come between me
and the windows, tapping away the frames:
noiseless composition of light —
the parts separate and unite
and are
Living.
Until one
in a white dress
enters behind the
glass (no longer black).
She
stops,
squints,
and smiles dumbly
through five fingers
held before her face.
She brushes away the light
impatiently, to be
absolutely sure
it's me
or someone else
she sees.

i
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Jim Morgan makes a poem
Jim Morgan and I talked about
my poem WORDS. It goes:
heel deep
snow comes
up
by a window
three camels
go
footprints
one before another He wanted to know what it was about.
At the time I didn't know myself.
What I talked about was a quality
in words I call hardness. Also about
bringing them up on the page, the poem
as object, and spaces between words.
I mentioned LUCY IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS.
Said it didn't matter who Lucy was
or what she looked like in the sky with diamonds.
Off the subject he said his daughter Sarah
always named things Lucy: a doll
a stray cat a drawing of' a girl.
For my birthday Jim made the following poem.
LUCY IN THE BAG WITH JEFFREY
Two camels
walking past
a window
one is
Called Lucy.
No,
one camel.
That's Jeffrey
riding.
—Jeffrey Fisher
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California Landscapes
The Mariposa Poem, part 2
Butter
flies are
May winds in
branches
of
eucalyptus
not cool
though
and
higher
than a
man
is
the winds
here
return to

the

Fire
stone Tire
and
Rubber
Co

part 3

and that silence
sunday was
and the arm and cold slap coming to it
that rock worn
by way of the heart?
full to grace, the river of
the man in it flowing . our banks Richard
I come again to, and the jumps between eddies
heartstone to heartstone
the arm is wrapped first with a belt
as gift
only those without friends
make time for.
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In Up Thru
for Carl Prior . 1936 - 1964
Slow
September
Winds
to our backs
we roll
hesitating
ly
out past
the vast halfempty
parking lot
the sad small backyards
opposite

(on the downhill grade

the dry spring bed of the Los Angeles River
wild flowers
almost
to the
(rails
we move away from
the weathered yellow down the tracks of
the Union Station
You
shoulder to a girder
wave us down the line
the print your hand left
on a dusty window / which also my head is
where now
I wish I read palms
those lines & whorls with me to Ohio
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from '64
the only geography I remember
the red clay
the dry wind
these tracks
have been tunneled into
solid rock
passing thru
you would think there was some place to go
I come to understand
there is
but cannot tell you so nor make of these fragments
a journey
Kit Carson
did not use drugs
nor did John Muir
whom we both loved
and who bare foot
climbed in winter
to the crest
of the Sierra

Gambier .
a sequence of 4 for David Ossman
1.

The day is hot
what shade there is
the cat makes his own
and still
half his tail seems on fire.

2.

The lineage, the permutations of
this hinterland
ducks return across
the face of the moon, and they don't
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bag them, tho bedecked in raiments
those rakish plaids and sportsmen's caps
whereon dangle
badges & tin whistles
O they saunter abreast down the lane of the wood
filaments of light
encompass them, the spots
of the half dozen
local cops
who share their coffee
idle, till stirred by the sheriff
they will douse the green wood
& lift
the body at their feet
to the truck now breaking
its way thru
long coarse grass and twigs

3.

We witness more than befalls us
You asked when does the song end

4.

The cat out in the barn is old
and sees out of one eye
I wrote of him once before
but since, have hit him twice with stones.
— Carl Thayler

UZ'VMKA2 '?,UP ™RU 4 GAMBIER W* » «*• »pnng V
ue of HIKA, the later versions are from PASSES, a book to be published
by Joel Fisher.)
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Stone Marsh
(from the Flemish of Jos Vandeloo)
(cold)
Today I have been born
out of snow water and mist
in my breast
the cold poverty cries
of sea gulls over parks
and sweet water
my scarecrow arms
stiff to the day
my finger-needles in repulsion
to life
I want to see the sun
today
to step on my shadow
I want to rise
above the lame houses
but the stone marsh
of the city
sucks me down.
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And Lonely As My Word
(from the Flemish of Jos Vandeloo)
This is the speaking of the sun
a soft barking full of pleasure
a wagtailed word
the breath of space
singes the souls and
the number on the almanac
the wild sleep of young years
the smell of wood and fire
inflammable are our dry days
Listen carefully then
to the impossible voices
the head to the side
like a king
a costly and royal head
of green and breakable grass
the soft voice of the prophet
proclaims harsh lies
the sun alone is faithful and great
and lonely as my word.
— John Stevens Wade
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Just Speaking
Dear Andrea,
I suppose I should feel guilty about writing you now instead of a
year ago, but, honestly I didn't feel much like it then. Of course, by
now, I'm quite without your last letter. I might as well even admit
that I wasn't even thinking of you when the idea of this letter came
about — although I have thought quite a bit of you these past
months.
But it was meeting someone else that brought this about
a
hippy in Chicago named Anders Simpson. His connection to you goes
farther than just sharing your twin's name. We were at a small, not
too good blues concert and Anders was not nearly as interested in
meeting me as he was my cigarettes. I mentioned that I knew some
one of the same name, which excited him little; he mentioned he was
attending the concert in sympathy for an ex-friend who had been
trying to convert him to the blues. Upon inquiry, his ex-friend was
"ex" because he had "gone middle class." His name was Mark
Gravely.
I know, Andrea, that you probably don't want to be reminded of
that summer that ended so unhappily, but it was June when it was
still a beautiful summer after high school and we wandered down to
the gravelly part of the beach away from the mudpies and beachballs. He was there, little more than a mind opened by the heat of
the sun, alone. You put on your puppy dog eyes and said, hi.
He said:
"Mark, Marcus Aurillius, Line of Demarcation, marked down,
good mark, Markings, Mark Time," and paused. I started to move
on toward our greasy spot but you sat down cross-legged next to his
blanket. I came back, he went on, "The management. Yes, the man
agement: It's not responsible for any articles lost, stolen, or damaged.
Articles lost, things contained. Articles damaged, mark my words.
I found a stick and began peeling the bark, wondering if he was going
to ask you to sit on his blanket or not. "Man And the Running Kalikak. The management will not be responsible. Mark's not responsible
for his low grades. The highway's not graded by Markingham. Man
aged personal property is irresponsibly woven into damaged goods.
Mark minded that he didn't have the right to kill. The management
reserves the right to . . . The right management responsibly reserv41

ing. And here s irresponsible Mark driving a Gravely tractor for his
manager."
He chuckled as I ran my hand along the ground feeling for
another twig. 'The writer, if you will, marking papers for irresponsi
bly managed goods. There's a tract called Markings, no tractor called
Mark. Marks are a commodity; commodities are articles; marks are
not contained. Scene killing highway." He sighed. I looked into your
eyes for some question, some doubt — but there was none. I
wondered if I really had any doubts either or whether my initial re
pulsion, already fading, was just a natural reaction to an unusual
situation. The scene changes. With a few coins it's hard to make the
right change. Many coins mark managers. Mark my words — don't
mind me. Mark's mind. Is Mark in the right grade? — irresponsible
Mark s poorly managed mind, the manager's irresponsible decision to
let Mark mind the store, and the managed right reserved to grade the
highway."
I forget what comes next Andrea. Even our most crystal mo
ments are imperfect, but it v-as getting cooler. You might have
guessed I was a bit jealous in spite of my increasing fascination. He
went into the right to kill by the criterion of marks (of course) and
ungraded courses, I think. But I remember:
The course of the highway will kill business in the Village of
Markingham — course thoughts contained in Mark's unmanaged
mind. A mark left by the wrath of the writer, but it's the course of
the highway that will change the mind of Mark Gravely; his low
marks changing his descendants ability to pay for a grave.
"THE PERSON MAY NOT BE: LOST, STOLEN, DAMAGED
BY RESPONSIBLE MANAGERS. Mark managed to damage his
grade. What's damaged is reserved for a sale." You chuckled. A
sailfish tipped over for the sunset. "The management changed.
Changes in management depersonalize proprietory irresponsibility.
riter s reservations. Mark managed to reserve a seat after space
was reserved for a right turning lane. Mark minded the change in
management. Marks are personal property, but the new management
reserved the right to change marks. Stolen goods are irresponsible and
ecome lost articles, no longer contained. Damaged property is dead.
I wrote a poem — THE RIGHT TO BE DEAD." I became aware
again that we were sitting on the beach and wondered for a second
why I was so fascinated, but my mind seemed compelled to listen, to
a sor , and to retain, rather than to think or react, as he continued:
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"But the minds of writers personally graded by proprietory managers
are contained irresponsibly in lost and founds.
"Responsibly, Mark's tractor reserved a piece of highway to
grade.
"Articulately, the village manager responded by damaging the
tractor. The damaging extended Markingham's life. The manager's
grave is by the highway." He drew an X in the sand.
"Irresponsibly, the lost, stolen, or damaged articles changed the
mark of the grade.
"The management reserves the right to lose, steal damage re
sponsibility but Mark . . .
"He's not responsible; Mark has no articles; Mark has no re
served rights; Mark's not the manager.
"Mark's change was lost stolen damaged. The management, not
responsible. The village — lost stolen damaged. The tractor is not
responsible. It would like to reserve the right to . . . The reservations
are not responsible.
"Mark is not dead.
"The proprietor did not manage to steal the tractor.
"The writer is not responsible. Mark is not a writer."
His position, firm to this point, slipped. He rolled off the blanket,
disintegrating his X. I tried again to think but the images of dusk
and my questions were jumbled. It was as if my brain was panting
and I wondered if Mark, now lying on his back, was breathing. I was
going to look at you for a second to ask if he was living or just (just.)
speaking.
"The damaged tractor, no mind, not responsible. The highw»y>
mindlessly, has lost stolen damaged property. The ENTIRE CAST

HAS NO RESERSPONSIBILITY. THE HIGHWAY HAS

STOLEN ALL RESPONSERVATIONS." He stood up, shook off his
blanket, bundled it around his shoulders and walked off muttering,
"The highway has the right. The containers . . . must reserve the
right to contain. The management is not. The right. Mark."
It may seem to you that I was just trying to prove I remember
but in fact I want to let you know that I can never forget. I remem
ber more — more that I was going to tell you if I ever dared to bring
this up again. You and I guessed Mark was from Newfield because of
the new highway and the disputes about it that had filled the papers.
The week you went to St. Louis to see your father, the new road
opened. I drove out there — the right turning lane at the village
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main street the Newfeld cemetery barely visible over a banked
curve s guard-rail, a new gravel pit across a side street from a boarded
ilf.T5t,statl0un;^ry-souvenir shop. The rest is personal history
ins de the right Mark I asked about him. A couple, our age, in front
of the five and dime knew him from school, thought that he lived on
West Street, near a boarded up gas station. I left the car downtown
fh. J , K0UtTthuerf- ^ had been a few kids "ding bicycles on
the street when I had driven by before but now it was empty. No one
ronM Tfi Jtu6r °.f

the h0USeS nearby 80 1 gave UP-

Even if 1

, d Mark' at Ieast 1 had found a part of his soul patriotically
tered about the ruptured landscape. Because, after all our (al
though we never spoke of it, I must believe that we shared) knowledge

a pmrofWhllrrOCably intertWined With the geography he had made
At home, I found a letter from you — I have it here — about
y°U ™,Sf the Clty a"d some of our new friends." I was furious
tnnr
> J™8™? but missed him. But then, you were visiting
y
ather at a hospital and you might not have meant to be so harsh,
th™

dinrfprT ?
^ 1 400 W8S CUrious to see Mark again. In fact by
dinner time I was determined to find him somehow, arrange a date
e ween you and him, and maybe have him get me a date. The four
would h* ^ i COUlI1 ba? a g00d time' your and my curiosity
er Simpson would be assured that we
werp n f S^J;8 G «' *
were not getting "too serious."

promt rV" !0l,r

fath6r Was d6ad'

-o'her making me

'' ,™,
, ake,g00d care of Andrea," and Mark Gravely was again
eutd r T ^
? T the °ther end of the beach. hidden by the
guard-rails of our tight knit community. It made sense at the time
whaenIthp0Uldn't

menii0n Mark f0F a While'

Mflybe

stiU

does, but

-—irr.X'-'
ge.

zP",rS

rs

n0t, * t bHter but bec™»8
footed on ft Yo
'ast letter
vZTZP 1Your marvelous plan was that you and he should come
P.UL
°! US WOuld have a g00d time and Mother Simpson would
be assured that you hadn't dumped me. But even without
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a well timed catastrophe, such things are bound not to happen.
Before I get too involved in my subject, I suppose I should at
least make an effort to include the proper elements of a reconciliatory
letter. Immediately, I will be polite enough to ask if you care to
know what I have been doing and rude enough to assume that your
answer is yes. Time, a year, has passed. School is my environment
and anchor. My education is my main interest when my mind is set
tled enough to pursue it. But other times, such as now, it seems to
be an endless chain of professors, mauling the ideas of others, wearing
them down to a mechanized repetition of modes, genres, and struc
tures. It is this kind of thought that usually blends into that dead
world of yours. I have the same room-mate as last year, and, after this
many months, his presence melts into my thoughts. This last vacation I visited his home in Chicago — just one of countless things he
and I have done together. As always my family is accommodating,
and my feelings toward them and associations with them lemain
slight.
In a more casual letter, I might elaborate on these things, hut my
thoughts move back to your last letter — a lengthy piece that I recall
only as being about him. It was the first letter I remember that >ou
mentioned neither your father nor me. In fact I have here a very
sick letter I started to write at that time. I thought then that it was
unfair for your father and Mark to become dead that same week in
August and to have my death dragged out a whole winter. Then I
realized that as much time had passed from the appearance of the first
bulldozer in Newfield until you let Mark die. But I decided that, just
as your father could no longer speak to you and Mark s image seemed
forbidden, my life was likewise no longer felt by you.
While the clarity of these facts became hazy, they were not
replaced with anything else. You were yesterday, there was no way
for me to change that. I imagined him but only as a frail cross be
tween your twin and Mark driving a bulldozer through the gravel pit
in Newfield. But more and more it was something that I dreamed
about with more and more characters wearing each others clothes,
doing each other's tasks. And above this panorama was an English
Professor explaining the structure, laughing every time somebody be
came someone else. I would try to explain the meaning of these
changes to the Professor causing Mark to crush a cigarette with his
palm where the X had just been.
Five nights ago — the second last night of my spring vacation —
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1^ was trying to get to sleep on a cot on my room-mate's sunporch.
School seemed more menacing than ever. But more important, I was to
be alone the next day. Somehow it seemed that this would be the first
time I was left to my own devices since the week you were in St. Louis.
I knew this couldn't be true, but each time I tried to think of another
such occasion I was overcome by that first feeling of summer that per
meated the room. Still not asleep, I felt as if I were back on the beach
being crushed by my sheet, fastened into position, forced to hear
Marks every word again. I could escape only through sleep but there
everyone else joined Mark. The image of your brother was professing
English; Mark was the telephone operator listening in as your
mother s voice told me to take good care of you; your mother's voice
was coming from one I would guess to be the mayor of Newfield; you
were using the tractor to dig three graves in the sand; my English
Professor was wearing a lifeguard's hat and was tearing apart his
tower to make the coffins, yelling in your father's voice, "MARK IS
NOT DEAD"; My room-mate was busy with two signs — one giving
the population of MarkLngham as 1539, the other as 1536 — first
tacking one to a signpost, then the other. Each time the sign changed,
Mark would draw an X through a telephone bill (marked at the top
with "Gravely Gravel Telephone X-change" and throw it into the
air. You played no role but your own. You ran about the beach,
your eyes constantly gazing at Mark, stuffing anyone you could find
into a coffin, but your Professor-brother would laugh and say, "Sorry
Sis, his bill has already been paid." Whoever it was would come out
of the coffin to stand by me, anxious to remind me that I hadn't paid
my bill.
I awoke before I had the chance to observe whether or not I had
correctly analysed your current feeling toward me. It was morning
and my room-mate was leaving for Big Rock to visit a friend that he
hadn t seen for about a year. (I tried not to see any significance in
is trip.) He wouldn t be back until late but made arrangements so
that I could go to the concert alone.
I told Anders that I knew a girl who I thought was in love with
Mark.
"Most girls who met Mark did fall in love with him Yeah if
you think she was, she probably was." Then you were, or had been,
in love with Mark. It wasn't just my imagination, some insane
jealousy, that placed him, instead of the realities of death, of physical
separation, at the dividing line between us then and you-me now.
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Anders went on, "Well, of course they were crazy about him. He had
this wild routine where he would sit off someplace conspicuously in
conspicuous. And then this chick walking by would feel sorry for him.
He'd start to tell some story about himself and some tragic happening.
He was a screwy talker but when he was out after someone's mind
he'd really take advantage of it. His sentences disintegrated. We
me and the other cats who used to go around with him
tried to
imitate his art of uttering mutterances, but nobody ever came close.
Well, this cat was a poet and he'd get himself and everyone involved
in this tragedy, all mixed up with each other — like a bad dream, you
know?" I knew.
"Then he'd get all worked up and maybe squirm around a little
bit, till he could see the chick was really with him. Chances were the
girl had a date or something to do and she'd be so with it that she d
always listen too long and she'd go scampering off. Mark wouldn't
even have to find out her name or give his phone number or anything.
He'd rush over, all excited, and find us to tell us about this chick or
that chick he'd talked at for twenty minutes, a half hour, watching
him fascinated.
.
"Of course he carried the bit too far finally. This really nice girl
came along and saw him sitting on the steps of the New York Public
Library — he said he got the biggest kick out of intellectuals — and
she listened to the whole message, but she didn't go away. I guess
she broke him down enough to carry on a half-sane conversation.
Then she told him he was a good poet, that she taught poetry nights
at NYU, that he should come. The fool went and fell in love with this
chick who turned out to be married and was only interested in him
as a student.
"Actually the whole thing seemed to do him a lot of good. He
became really serious about life and love, really got in with what s
happening today, for a while. He wrote some good stuff — free, easy,
happy — and travelled around the country some. But somewhere he
got messed up, started saying all this crap about the real things a guy
had to do were get a job and a nice place to live somewhere. Everybody
who knew him got tired of it after a while—and honestly, I don't even
what he's doing now But I was thinking about him last night and
thought I'd come down here like we always used to do. Mark was
crazy about the blues."
Well, Andrea, now you know why I'm writing you at this time.
I really don't know just where to go from here . . .
— Thomas Coakley
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Notes on new books:
The Color of Blood by George Macbeth, Atheneum, $1.95.
This new collection reflects, in a microcosm, the state of modem
British poetry. It knows not whither it goes, and for the most part
gets no where. In the five sections of the volume Macbeth tries every
technique, guise and trick known to contemporary verse, and brings
off none of them. Bright spots are few.
The first three sections are in the tradition of English poetry,
rhymed, and often (for a modern poet) monotonous. Macbeth is ob
sessed with any type of verbiage he can string up between himself and
whatever he has to say, particularly the metaphor. The blood image
for instance. I defy any sensitive reader to get through the first section
without developing a real nausea from the constant blood-letting,
blood-injecting, blood flow . . . blood is everywhere. It's ghastly.
There's a Eurydice and Orpheus poem wherein some "nothing within
her came out and gashed its napie in her belly, that bled for Orpheus";
a poem called "The Blood Woman" in which the poet's muse becomes
an insatiable leech-woman; and the last poem of the section makes a
vampiristic ritual of the local red cross blood drive. The man is clearly
hung up.
The second section is a series of love poems each of which says
that love is death. Every one. The third section is of the same style
as the first and second, equally heavy with metaphors and adjectives,
and equally morbid.
In the fourth part, Macbeth breaks his lines and stanzas up
though seldom with any more reason than he had for keeping them
together in the earlier sections. Viewing the book from twenty feet
or more we are struck by the resemblence to the work of the American
projectivists, but in drawing the book close enough to make out the
characters we must, alas, realize the ruse. The only similarity is
visual. There are fine moments in "The World Of The Oboe" as:
"Burning in darkness it/ cuts to a vague/ blur of oranges: waxed apple
with a black/ wick . . ." This is fine, strong stuff, razor sharp. But
for the most part it's just the same language cut into bite-size peices.
The last part cuts the language into slivers. A section of concretist attempts that look like Chinese and are more the concern of
cryptography than literature.
Macbeth has treated each style with the same deliberate, heavy
ineptness. The Color of Blood is perniciously anaemic.
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The Sorrow Dance by Denise Levertov, New Directions, $1.60.
It's curious, but since I heard Denise Levertov read last year
I've never been quite as satisfied with her older poetry. It isn't that
I didn't enjoy the reading. Indeed it was one of the more exciting
events of last year. So much though, came across in that reading that
I had seldom found on the page.
In The Sorrow Dance, Levertov brings us back to the magic
richness and intensity that marked her reading. Though the range
of quality of the poems is much broader, the best seems much better,
and the lesser poems only of slightly lower caliber. The focal point
of the volume is the Olga Poems, a series of occasionally windy but
generally well controlled poems concerning the memory of her sister.
The vividness and energy of the poems are characterized by lines like
these recalling Olga's renderings of the Beethoven sonatas: "I would
turn the pages some of the time, go out to ride my bike, return —
you were enduring in the falls and rapids of the music . . ." Olga
lives in the rapid, sometimes cacophonic music of these internal mono
logues relating the tragic slum life, illness and eventual paranoia of
the dark sister.
There are other favorite poems in the book: "A Vision," which
Miss Levertov read here, "Remembering" and "Stepping Westward."
The war poems are certainly as subtle, as effective as any other war
poems I've seen lately, as far as that goes. In all, I believe this volume
represents the best of Levertov yet, the expression not of experiment
or guesswork, but of mature sensibility. The voice, speaking, is there.
A 1-12 a poem of a life by Louis Zukofsky, Doubleday, $4.95.
Maintaining grace and power in a long poem is a problem. As
every line and word added to a previous body of lines increases their
meaning and potentiality, confusion increases with direct proportion
to length. Another difficulty involved concerns the time lapse between
the first inspirations to the finishing touches. As one redefines one's
world and objectives from day to day, so a poet's vision changes from
day to day as he writes his poem. The longer it is the longer it takes
to write; and the longer it takes to write, the more changes there are
to be accounted for. So one realizes the ambitiousness of a poem like
The Cantos or Louis Zukofsky's Poem Of A Life. Composed over the
years 1928-1951, the poem is a loosely biographical enactment of his
principle that "one writes one's poem all one's life." Movement is
more thematic than episodic; Zukofsky leads us through his life and
time in a sensitive, impressionistic manner. His muse employs many
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modern techniques with success. The most remarkable quality of the
poem is that it sacrifices so little consistency of tone and approach for
all its range.
100 Poems by Mark Van Doren, Hill and Wang, $1.50.
There are several poems in this collection that are among the
most impressive I ve read in some time. They're old poems, and after
discovering them I learned that they'd been anthology pieces before
I was born. Shame on me. Anyway, for those who haven't yet read
Van Doren, 100 Poems is as good an opportunity as any to get
acquainted. Culled from the work of over four decades, the book in
cludes such masterpeices as "The Dead Sentry," "The Cornetists,"
Nap and The First Snow of The Year." The last, a vivid counter
balance of the old and new life of an old couple, exemplifies the sim
plicity and masculine tenderness of Van Doren. He is a traditional
poet with the frankness of the American voice, with an eloquence
known in no other modern American poet with the possible exception
of Roethke. This is Van Doreq's best, an enjoyable and valuable col
lection.
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THOMAS COAKEY writes jingles in his spare time to exercise his verbal

trickery.
JEFFREY FISHER, part-time politician, full time poet, has his problems
keeping it all straight.
PAUL KAHN is the beaded bard of the freshmen Psi 11 s.
ARTUR KOSIAKOWSKI is living negation of cultural memory.
Everyone wishes that RICHARD KRUPP would write more.
DENISE LEVERTOV, whose newest volume of poetry The Sorrow Dance
is reviewed in HIKA, has published five other books, has been a
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ANDY MOFFIT, an Archon Junior, has written thousands of poems.
KURT MUIR is a very quiet young man.
CARL THAYLER'S new book of poems, Passes, is beautiful.
JOHN STEVENS WADE has published poems in The Nation and Prairie
Schooner.
JOSEPH WHITEHILL is the author of two novels, The Angers of Spring
and Precious Little, published last spring by Scribners, and a
volume of short stories Abel Baker And Others. His stories appear frequently in such magazines as The Hudson Review and
The Atlantic Monthly.
JAY YARNELL shot the cover photo.
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Coming soon in HIKA:
• A story by Bernard Dale
• An article on modern verse translation
by Jeff Henderson
Poems by:
Toby Olson
Artur Kosiakowski
Pete Bradford
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